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LEADING-EDGE SLAT OPTIMIZATION FOR MAXIMUM AIRFOIL LIFT
Lawrence E. Olson, Phillip R. McGowan,* and Clayton J. Guest*
Ames Researck Center
SUMMARY
A numerical procedure /'or determining the I-,osition (horizontal location, vertical location.
and deflection) or- a leading-edge slat that maximizes the lift of inultielement airfoils is presented.
The structure of the flow field is calculated by iteratively coupling potential flow and boundary.-
layer analysis. This aerodynamic calculation is combined with a constrained function minimization
analysis to determine the po_iiti.or., of a leading_'dg.e slat so that the suction peak on the nose of the
main airfoil is minimized. The slat position is constrained by the numerical procedure to ensure an
a t" bed boundary layer on the upper surface of the slat and to ensure negligible interaction
between the slat wake and the boundary layer on the upper surface of the main airfoil. The highest
angle of attack at which this optimized slat position can maintain attached flow on the main airfoil
defines the optimum slat position for maximum-lift. The design method is demonstrated for an air-
foil equipped with a leading-edge slat and a trailing-edge, single-slotted flap. The theoretical restllts
are compared with experimental data, obtained in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel, to verify
experimentally the predicted slat position for maximum liq. The experimentally optimizcd slat
position is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction, indicating that the theoretical proce-
dure is a feasible design method.
1. INTRODUCTION
The multielement wing is- essential for generating the high lift required of modem fixed-wing
aircraft during takeoff and landing. The necessity to carry high lift results in flow fields that are
strongly dependent on viscous effects. In the past, the design of these configurations has been
dependent on expensive and time-consuming wind-tunnel testing to optimize the placement of the
various wing elements of a high-lift system. This task is formidable because each of the three param-
eters (horizontal location, vertical location, and deflection) which specify the position of each flap
and slat relative to the main airfoil must be optimized to yield the best aerodynamic performance.
If this process could be augmented by theoretical analysis, the saving in time and wind-tunnel
testing would significantly enhance the versatility and degree of optimization achievable in the
development of mechanical high-lift sysfei'fiL I ' i
Stevens et al. (ref. I), Bhateley and McWliirter (ref. 2), Callag.han and Beatty (ref. 3), and
Olson and Dvorak (ref. 4) present theoretical methods for the analysis of multielement airfoils.
Although these analyses (all of which rely on coupled boundary-layer and potential flow analyses)
differ somewhat in the methods used _to_dete:'mine the structure of the viscous flow, references I
through 4 have demonstrated that, for flgws in which the effects of boundary-layer separation are
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negligible,it is possible to predict the lift of multicomponent configurations with reasonable accu-
racy. These successes provided the impetus for utilization of these types of analysis techniques for
the theoretical optimization of high-lift configurations. This optimization capability would be used
to augment and, in some cases, replace experimental optimization.
The problem of designing multicomponent airfoils has been addressed by several _'esearchers,
and the foilowing are several of the more significant examples. A design technique for shaping
leading-edge slats to give a specified pressure" distribution on the nose of an elliptical airfoil was
developed by O'Pray (ref. 5). In his analysis, O'Pray requires that file slat position remain fixed and
assumes that viscous effects are negligible. James (ref. 6"1and Kennedy and Marsdcn (ref. 7) also
present inviscid methods for generating multielemer.t airfoils with prescribed pressure distributions.
but their methods do not address the optimization problem. Onnsbee and Chcn (ref. 8) have con-
sidered the shaping of a two-element airfoil so that zero turbulent skin friction is maintained in the
pressur: rise region on the airfoil uppe_" surfacqs. Relative movement of the two elements is per-
mitted _rt the verticai-direc'tion but relative "movement in the horizontal direction and deflection are
not pertrdtted.
The present paper addresses the problem of dctemfining the position of a leading-edge slat so
that maximum lift at stall is achieved. It is assumed that the shape of the various elements of the
lifting system is known. The shapes of these elements are not modified. The theoretical method used
to calculate the flow field is based on reference 4 and is outlined in Sec. II. Also described in
Sec. II is the technique used to combine this viscous/potential flow aerodynamic analysis with a
constrained function minimization code. Section I11 describes the experimental program which was
conducted in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel to obtain supporting experimental data. The
comparison of the theory and experiment and the concluding remarks are contained in Secs. IV
and V, respectively.
II. THEORETICAL METHOD
The computerized procedureis a combination of two computer programs: (1) the aero-
dynamic analysis program to calculate the flow field and (2'1 the numerical optimization program to
determine the slat position. The theoretical basis of these methods is described in the following two
sections.
- Aerotiynamic Analysis
This analysis provides the aerodynamic information that is required as part of the design pro-
cedure. In particular, the static pressure distribution on the upper surface of the main airfoil, incipi-
ent flow separation on the slat, anti incipient flow separation on the main airfoil are used in the
optimization method and thus must beI accurately predicted. The flow-field structure is calculated
using iteratively coupled soltiti0ns 6f the potential flow and boundary-layer equations.
The potential flow an._lysis' ig an *._rcurate singularity method where the airfoil contours are
represented by a large number (c.g,, 35 to 60 per element) of straight-line segments, on each of
,ahich is located a linear vorticity distribution. Details of this analysis are presented in reference 4.
"s
The bounda,y-layer structure is calculated using the pressure field determir.,'d from the poten-
tial flow analysis. These calculations include laminar, transitional, and turbulent flows. The decision
to develop a computationally ef_cient, finite-difference computer code for solving the boundary-
layer equation was a result of the following three factors: (I) the requirement for an accurate pre-
diction of boundary-layer displacement effects and an accurate prediction of incipient flow separa-
tion: (2) the need for an efficient computational method because the complete optimization calcu-
lation requires 500 to 2000 boundary-layer _olutions to complete the slat optimization design
procedure: and (3) the desire for versatility so that future studies would be possible with relatively
straightforward extensions to include variation in the Static pressure across the layer, turbulent
wakes, and confluent turbulent boundary layers. For these reasons, a finite-.tifference solution to
the basic equations was selected in preference tua somewhat less flexible integral approach.
Two niamerical methods, the Crank-Nicolson scheme by Blottner (refs. 9 and 10) _'ld the
Keller box scheme (refs. 11 and 12) for obtaining finite-difference solutions to the boundary-
layer equations were considered: Corr_puter codes for both methods were written, and the solutions
for several laminar flows were compared for speed and accuracy. The conclusions of Blottner
(ref. 10) were confirmed; that is, for comparable accuracy, the Crank-Nicolson scheme is faster than
the Keller box scheme by a factor of more than 3. Based on these results, the method of Blottner
was selected as the most suitable for the present application. The boundary-I_,yer equations, eddy
viscosity model, laminar instability criteria, transition model, and the metla_J by which laminar or
transitional separation and reattachment is modeled are described in the appendix. A complete
boundary-layer analysis takes only 0.1 to 0.2 sec on a CDC-7600 computer. A detailed description
of the numerical method itself can be found in reference 10.
The structure of the confluent boundary layers, such as the wake of a wing merging with the
boundary layer on a slotted flap, is determined using the finite-differen¢_ method of Dvorak and
Woodward (ref. 13). The computation time required by the method of reference ! is 20 to 30 sec
on a CDC-7600 computer.
The effect of boundary-layer displacement and mass entrainment on the potential flow is simu-
lated by distributed source panels on ihe "airfoilcontours. The strength of these source panels, as
determined directly from the boundaryqayer solutions, is equal to d(Ueb*)/ds. The iteration
between potential flow solutions and boundary-layer solutions is continued until convergence is
achieved. Convergence was assumed to occur when the change in lift on succeeding iterations was
less than 0.2%. Because the present analysis does not attempt to model the effect of flow separa-
tion, the aerodynamic analysis is limited to configurations for which ",he airfoil pressure distribu-
tions are not strongly affected by boundary-layer separation. This limitation has a direct effect on
the method used to determine the optimumslat location.
Optimization Method
The objective of the optimization procedure is to find the slat location and deflection required
for maximum lift. To achieve this go.al w!thout actually performing aerodynamic calculations for
flows with massive amounts of flow separation, a method has been developed which is based on the
analysis of configurations that are constrained so that attached flow is maintained. The fundamental
assumption made in the analysis is ih_t'the optimu', slat position for maximum lift is closely
approximated by the slat position that minimizes the suction peak on the upper surface of the main
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element. This Ol_timum slat position is determined at the highest angle ol'atlack at u.hich altachcd
flow can be mainlained on the t,pper surface of the main Lqement. An allcmalive view of the :,nalysi._
is that the nearly linear portion of the ('_ versus ¢_curve is being extended to as high a lift coeffi-
cient as l_ossihh., by proper placement of the leading-edge slat It is assumed that maximizing the lift
cocfl]cient at which llow separation first occurs will also maximize C_max. For configurations that
stall abruptly, this is a reasonable premise: however, for airfl_ils Ihal slall gradualh, the validity
of this assumption is questionable. The validity" oJ" the method is tested, for a configuration
with abnq'>t stalling characteristics, by comparison of theoretical predictions will'= experimental
measurements.
The constrained function minimization method described i,1 detail by Vandcqqaats(ref. 141
and by Vanderplaats and Moses "-ef. 15) is used in combination with the aerodynamic analysis
described in the previous section to optimize the slat position. An example of the application of this
analysis to inviscid single:eh.;rrient'a]Hb]l design lot n_in]mum wave drag at transonic speeds is pre-
sented by Hicks et al. (ref. 16). In the present analysis, the function to be minimized is the suction
peak on the upper surface of the main element. This _minimization is performed with the main air-
foil element at a fixed angle of attack. The design variables are slat horizontal position, slat vertical
location, anti slat deflection. For the three element airfoil considered in this report (see fig. I ), the
slat horizontal and vertical locations are defired by the position of the slat trailing edge. The pivot
point of the slat is located at the slat trailing edge. Thus, all three parameters can be varied
independendy.
Slat translation and deflection are subject to two constraints. The first constraint is that there
be no llow separation on the slat upper surface. This prevents the aerodynamic program from
attempting calculations in the separated flow regime. Mathematically, this constraint is
Cfes> 0.000 I. where Cr is the skin friction coefficient at the trailing edge of the upper surface ofJS •
t slat. The second constraint requires that the trailing edge of the slat does not get closer than
0.02 c to the upper surface of the main element. This prevents the viscous wake of the slat from
merging with the boundary layer on the wing upper surface. The validity of this constraint is sup-
ported by the experimental work of Lungstr_m (ref. 17_ where it is shown that the optimum slat
gap occurs when the wake of the slat does not interact strongly with the boundary layer on the
wing. Since the constraint prevents the me +rging of the slat wake and the boundary layer on the
upper surface of the wing, the computationally time-consuming, conlluent boundar3-1ayer calcula-
ti,_n is replaced by a computationally efficient, conventional boundars,-layer calculation. This con-
st,,,i:_ is expressed as G _ 0.02 c, where G Is the distance between the trailing edge of the flap and
the surface of the main airfoil.
The confluent boundary layer on the upper surface of the flap is analyzed with the slat in its
initial position. Thereafter, the displacement effect of the confluent boundary layer of the flap is
held fixed during the numerical search Ibr the slat position that minimizes the suction peak on the
main airfoil. After the slat position is determined, the confluent boundary layer is then rccemputed
to ensure that the displacement effect is not substantially different from that with the initial slat
position.
Theoretical Remits
Figure 2 shows a sequence of positions lhrough which the slat moved during the numerical
design procedure. For this particular example, the angle of attack of the main airfoil is 15°. With
the slat in the initial position (slat position No. i) the slat is lightly loaded, whereas the leading-edge
region of the main airfoil is highly loaded resulting in a large suction peak and a strong adverse pres-
sure gradient. After nine iterations, each requiring the calculation of the gradient of the "uction
peak with respect to three slat position variables, and for most iterations the calculation of the
gradient of one or both of the constraints as we!l, the analysis, has converged and the slat position
that minimizes the suction peak on the main airfoil has been determined. In this final position, the
suction peak, and therefore the adverse pressure gradient on the main airfoil, has been substantially
reduced in exchange for an increased loading on the slat. The numerical design yields a slat loading
that is limited only by the constraint that flow separation not occur on the slat upr_er surface.
Figure 3 shows the surface pressure distributions for angles of attack of the main airfoil of 13 °,
19°. and 24 °. At each of these angles of attack, the slat position is such that the suction peak is
minimized and the boundary layer on. the-t_pper _rface of the slat is on the verge of separation.
Figure 4 shows the variation in slat horizontal position, slat vertical position, and slat deflec-
tion for angles of attack ranging from 13 ° to 24*. Also shown is the skin-friction coefficient at the
trailing edge of the upper surface of the main element. Note that as the angle of attack is increased,
the boundary layer on the main airfoil approache s separation (Cfm -+ 0) due to an increase in the
adverse pressure gradient (Fig. 3) - even though the slat iS maintained in a position that minimizes
the suction peak in the leading-edge region. Extrapolation of these numerical results predicts
incipient flow separation (Cfm = 0) on the main airfoil at an angle of attack of 25°. The slat position
for this an_e of attack is specified as the theoretically predicted optimum location required to give
maximum lift• This assumption ,:'ill be verified by comparison with experiment.
[II. WIND-TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM
As part of this study, wind-tunnel tests were conducted in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind
Tunnel to verify the reliability of the theoretical p.,edictions by experimentally determining the
optimum position of the leading-edge slat.
A rectangular planform wing was used in these tests (fig. 5). The wing was equipped with a
full-span leading-edge slat and a full-span single-slotted flap. The slat choTd was 0.17 c and the flap
chord was 0,40 c. A detailed description of the slat, main airfoil, and flap shapes is given in refer-
ence 16. The wing span is 16 m and the extended chord is 2.15 m. The relatively high aspect ratio
of 7.5, combined with the rectangular planform, resulted in a configuration with nearly two-
dimensional flow over much of the wing span• Also, the use of a high aspect ratio finite wing elimi-
nated adverse wind-tunnel wall interference effects associated with two-dimensional, high-lift air-
foils which span the entire test section.
The slat brackets permitted continuous adjustment of horizontal location, slat vertical loca-
tion, and slat deflection. The range of movement in the horizontal and vertical directions was
0.04 c and 0.05 c, respectively. The forces andmoments on the wing were measured along the
model centerline for a limited number of test conditions. All data were obtained at a Reynolds
z:7 :
number of 3.8:_ 10_ and a Much number of 0. I0. Tile flap location and deflection angle {Sj: 10°t
_ere held fixed throughout the test. The gap between the trailing edge of the wing and the upper
surface of the flap was 0.03 c and the flap leading edge v,as located at fl.0a c ahead of the trailing
edge of the main airlbil. This flap position is representative era takeoff flap _etting.
As was di_<ussed in Suc. 11. the aerodymm:ic calculations are based on a method that does not
model extensive flow-separation effects. Thus. it is cxpcc_:d that this type of analysis will be most
accurate when :he configuration being considered has :m .?'rapt. rather than gradt, al. stall. The mea-
sured lift ct, rxe for this wing {s shown in figure 6. It is nc:,:_,, linear up to an angle of attack of 26 °.
At an angle of attack of 26 °, the wing abruptly stalls. Th',:,. ilow-separation effects are expected to
be negligibic a_ angles of attack below stall. Figure 7 sl',o*,_ a comparison of the theoretic:,lly com-
puted and the .measured airfoil section pressure distribution at a lift coefficient just below stall. The
experimental data are for a wing angle of attack of 24 °. Th,e center-section loading corresponds to a
section angle of attack of 20 ° and a _i_;.'tioh'C_ bf 3.1. Th,ese :-_esttlts verify that the aerodynamic
analysis method is able to accurately predict the upper surface pressure distributions, even when
flow separation is incipient. This is essential to the design procedure because at the final design con-
dition, both the boundary layer on the upper surface o/fl_eslat a-hal-the-boundary layer on the
upper surface of the wing are on the verge of separating.
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IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The experimental optimization data are summarized ;.n figures 8- I 0. The variation of CLmax
with horizontal I osition of the slat, vertical position of the slat, and deflection of the slat is shown.
Also shown on the figures are the theoretically optimized trailing-edge position of the slat and the
slat deflection. The predicted horizontal and vertical locations of the slat are within 0.003 c and
0.007 c, respectively, of the experimental value. The theoretically determined slat deflection is
-36 °, whereas the experimental value is -40 °. Tb.e net _re_tt is that the theoretically optimized slat
position is 4° nose up and 0.008 c aft and up relative lo the expe,Smentally optimized location.
Figure I I shows the theoretically and experimentally optimized slat positions relative to the
leading edge of the main element. With the slat in the theoretically optimized location, the
measured maximum lift coefficient of the wing is 3.16 and with the slat in the experimentally
optimized location, the measured maximum lift coefficient of the wings is 3.28, a difference of
only 4%.
The most significant difference between the predicted and measured optimum positions is the
4° in deflection. The theoretical results indicate that the dat can sustain a m-eater loading than was
found experimentally. Although it is not possible to dete,'mine precisely why this occurs, inaccu-
racy in the prediction of incipient flow separation of the boundary layer on the upper surface of
the slat is probably the cause because this separation has a direct influence on the optimized slat
deflection.
The relatb'ely good agreement between theory and experiment shows that the theoretical opti-
mization technique is useft, I for estimating the position of leading-edge slats that results in
maximum lift. Using the theoretical predictions as starting conditions, the wind-tunnel testing
required to ex_rimentally optimize multielement airfoils _n be significantly reduced.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A design meth_ J for the optimization of tile position of a ]eading_'dgc sht so that maximum
airfoil lift is obtair.-'d has been successfully demonstrated. For an airfoil equipped 'with a leading-
edge slat and a single-slotted flap. the measured maximunl lift with the slat in the theorcticall',
determined optimum position is within 4"_ of the measured maximunl lift with tile slat in the
experimentally optimized post:ion. The analysis is limited t_;, conti_uratio|_s [liar do not liave sig-
nit'icant flo_v separation at a:sgles of attack below stall. The details of the flow-ricH structure :ire
modeled, using itcrativelv ,:otiplcd polenti:il I]ow and bounda_-Iayer anal)'sis. ,'%o:tlratc prediction
of incipient flow ._paration of the tlpp._r surlace bourlda_' layers on the slat _lnd o11 the wlaill wing
provide lhe viscous constraints w.hich ;ire esseillia[ to tile design procedtire. It is c?oncluded thai, for
nlulti¢l_'ment airfoils tli:_t do not have extensive I]ow-scparation _.,l'l_,l.-ts_it angles of _lttack Ileal" stall
and thus have relatively abnipt stalling characteristics, millimiz.ation oi" the. sul:tinn peak on tile
main component combined with incipient flow separation on both the slat and main component is a
valid method for optimizing tile position of a leading-edge slat for maximum lift•
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APPENDIX
ANALYSIS OF VISCOUS FLOW
The Levy-Lees form . Ythe incompressible turbulent houndarv-lavereqt, atic;ns is:
a/-+ at"
_-_2
at'-" .at'-" _ F:)_ ._ (_ a/-'):_F_-+ J_-_ _ =o (A2)
where
l = 0 - I_Fn +_/2_-_.
2_ dUe
(-;e I iID,s
= - J Ue ds IA4)
The coefficient _ is delined as.
E
I_= I +- (AS)l,'
where e is the eddy viscosity. An eddy viscosity model whichconlbin_s-the recommendation of
Cebeci (ref. 18) and Cebeci et al. (ref. 19) is used to calculate theReynolds stresses for the transi-
tional and turbulent bot, ndary layers. In the inner region of the boundary layer, lhe eddy viscosity
is aenoted by ei: in the outer region it is denoted by eo. When these parameters are reduced to their
incompressible form and the effects of mass transfer are ,_eglected:
- 21lau
E i - I i-_y'[ "lit IA6)
and
_o = °tueS*Tlr IA7)
where L, the mixing length for the inner region, is given by
[L = ky I-exp IA8 }
and
0.19
k = 0.40 + I + 0.49X 10"_20at : ()\O)
,4)
..I=.k._,r_,2 6+ I + I'_'Ro: (AIO)
VtQ, dire, (AI I_
.\ -- I - II.8 Ur 3 ds
Ur rr--w.] 1' "= tAI 2)
LPJ
A parameter ",'tr is introduced to control the overall Reynolds stress level during transitinn.
At the point of laminar instability. "/tr = 0. and for fully turbulent flow. 3':r = I. in the transition
zone ........
(_ L7tr = I -exp (s-Str)G (AI3)
tr
where
Ue 3 ROir 68
G= v 2 B B = 60 + 4.68M_," _ : (A 14)
Str and Rot r are evaluated at the point of laminar i_stability.
The correlations of Smith (ret'. 201 are used to dctcnnine the location of laminar instability.
. :._ = • . . .
These equations are
Ktr =-0.4700 + 0.11060 In R 0 - 0.00589111n R 0)" (A15)
forR 0 < 650. and
for R 0 > 650
Ktr 0.(:941_ -0._399_ In R 0 + 0.020511n ROJ" (AI(;)
wiler_,
): dU e
<_ Krr (A 17)v ds
indicates laminar instability.
If laminar or transitional boundary-layer separation occurs, the correlation of Gastor (rel'. 21 )
is used to detemlJ:'te if turbulcnit reattachment occurs. These equations are
m|:= :
K_.e!) = -0.09 ( ..\ I S )
for R 0 "< 125 . and
Ks(,P = 0.027 - 0.7575X 10-3 RO_ 1.157XI0 -6 RO" (AI9)
),'orR O_ 125 whcrcturbulent rcattadmlent is indicated when
O: due
(1.--7"<" Kset ) (A20)
If ,'alaslrophic separation is indicated, the boundary-layer calculation is terminated. If laminar sept>
ration rc)Howed by (urbt,lcnl rcattachment is indicated, then transition to lur[_ulcnt I'[o_ is initiated
at the separatioq point. Should transitional botmdary-I:'ycr separation occur, the local adverse prcs-
:,tire grad{cnt is reduced until an attached flow solution of the !')oundar3-layer equations is obtained.
1)J this case, a nearly zero skin-friction solution is obtained for the tr:msitional reattaching boundary
layer.
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Figure 1.- Three-element airfoil used in the investi_tion: 6/= I0 °.
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trie,:re 2.- Mininlization of st,ction peak on main airfoil at an angle of attack of 15°: 6f = I0 °,
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Figure 3.- Airfoil pressure distributions with slat positioned to mi'r_imizc the suction peak on main
airfoil: 6f= 10 °,Re=3.8XI0 6.
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Figure 4.- Effect of angle of attack on slat position required to minimize suction peak and the
corresponding skin friction coefficient at the trailing edge of the main airfoil: 5f = lO°,
Re = 3.8X10 6.
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Figure 5.- Wind-tunnel model used to experimentally determine optimum slat position required
for maximum lift.
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Figure 6.- Wing lift coeftqcient as a function of angle of attack showing nearly linear lift curve
and abrupt stall: _5s =-40 °,xs/c =-O.Ol,Ys/C =O.Ol.Sf= 10 °,Re = 3.8X106.
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